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Abstract

Objectives Obesity increases the risk of developing renal

cell carcinoma (RCC); however, it remains unclear whether

obesity is associated with RCC aggressiveness and sur-

vival. We assessed whether different body mass index

(BMI) levels at the time of surgery had an effect on long-

term prognosis of RCC patients.

Methods We evaluated 1,338 clear-cell RCC patients

with complete information about their BMI, who had

undergone surgery for renal cell cancer at the University

Hospitals in Hannover and Marburg between 1991 and

2005. The mean follow-up was 5.1 years.

Results Underweight, normal weight, pre-obesity, and

obesity were diagnosed in 14 (1.0%), 444 (33.2%), 593

(44.3%), and 287 (21.4%) RCC patients, respectively.

A lower BMI was significantly associated with higher age,

tumor grade, and the rate of metastasis at diagnosis.

Overweight patients had a significantly lower risk of can-

cer-related death; their median 5-year tumor-specific sur-

vival rate was 70.9% (pre-obese), 74.0% (obese grad I),

and 85.6% (obese grad CII) as opposed to 63.8% for

patients with a BMI below 25 (p\ 0.001). Interestingly,

subgroup analysis revealed that the positive association

between overweight and survival was found in organ-

confined RCC only.

Conclusion We identified overweight as an independent

prognostic marker of improved cancer specific survival in

patients with organ-confined but not advanced RCC.

Basic research is required to resolve the dilemma of why,

if a higher BMI predisposes to RCC, it concurrently

prolongs survival after patients have undergone (partial)

nephrectomy.

Keywords Kidney cancer � Prognosis �

Body mass index � BMI � Obesity � Overweight

Introduction

Renal cell carcinoma (RCC) is a common urologic tumor

and accounts for about 3% of all human malignancies. The

annual mortality-to-incidence ratio with RCC is signifi-

cantly higher compared to other urological malignancies,

and its incidence has been increasing steadily in recent

decades [1]. Despite significant improvement in the sen-

sitivity of tumor imaging using modern ultrasound and

tomography technology, many risk factors may play a role

in this increase, including nutritional and hormonal

parameters, hypertension, and family history of RCC [2–7].

Obesity is another widely accepted risk factor for the

development of RCC [8, 9]. Hypothetical reasons for the

increased risk in overweight individuals include higher

levels of estrogen and insulin, higher concentrations of

different growth factors in the adipose tissue, abnormality

in the metabolism of cholesterol, and alterations of the

immune system [5]. Nevertheless, although obesity sig-

nificantly increases the risk of developing RCC, several

recent studies have indicated that patients with RCC and a
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higher body mass index (BMI) at diagnosis might have a

better survival than those with normal or lower BMI levels

[10–15]. However, the data evaluating the influence of

body mass on cancer mortality in RCC patients are still

limited and conflicting, perhaps due to many competing

risk factors commonly associated with obesity on one hand

and RCC on the other. In addition, all previous studies have

been extremely heterogeneous regarding inclusion criteria,

follow-up, histology, size, patient collective, end point, and

even the definition of overweight/obesity.

This study was performed to systematically evaluate

the impact of obesity on patient as well as tumor-specific

characteristics and survival in a large group of surgically

treated RCC patients.

Patients, materials, and methods

Patients and data collection

1,338 patients with complete information about their exact

BMI and who had undergone renal surgery for clear-cell

RCC between 1991 and 2005 at the authors’ institutions

were included in this study. The institutional review board

in Marburg had been informed and had given full approval

for this retrospective two-center study. Data were collected

according to the same principles at both institutions by four

investigators (S.W., G.W., J.R., and A.J.S.) using equal

inclusion criteria and databases. All information on the

patients’ well-being/status during the follow-up period was

regularly updated by telephone interview, patient ques-

tionnaires, and/or consultation of each family doctor. All

pathology reports were reviewed before patients were

included.

The mean age of all patients was 62.6 years (range,

19–89); 855 (63.9%) were men and 483 (36.1%) were

women. Almost all patients presented with newly diag-

nosed RCC and—in case of metastatic disease—received

surgical treatment (tumor nephrectomy) prior to any

systemic therapy.

Tumor characteristics and treatment

82.4 and 17.6% patients were treated with complete and

partial nephrectomy for RCC. 52.2% of all tumors were

located on the right side, 46.6% on the left side, 1.2% of all

patients presented with simultaneous bilateral cancer. The

tumor grade was classified to be G1, G2, G3, and G4 in 20.1,

67.4, 12.3, and 0.2% of all patients, respectively; pT1, pT2,

pT3, and pT4 stages (normalized to the 2002 TNM classifi-

cation) were found in 52.1, 9.2, 36.2, and 2.5%, respectively.

At the time of renal surgery, 6.7 and 15.3% suffered from

lymphatic or pulmonal/visceral metastasis. There was basi-

cally no difference concerning standard surgical procedures

or therapeutic concepts between each center.

BMI assessment and categorization

BMI [kg/m2] was categorized based on the current WHO

definitions (http://www.who.int/bmi):\18.5 = underweight,

18.5–24.99 = normal range,C25 overweight (C25–29.99 =

pre-obese, C30–34.99 = obese class I, C35–39.99 = obese

class II, C40 = obese class III). The exact weight and body

height of each patient were assessed prior to surgery by a

certified nurse.

Data analysis and statistics

The primary end point of this study was tumor-specific

survival. Information about the exact date as well as cause

of death for each patient was received from the patient’s

general practitioner, a close family member, or patient’s

hospital records if she/he died in our institutions. Follow-

up assessment ended in December 2008. Kaplan–Meier

estimates of survival time were calculated, and subgroups

were compared by the log rank test statistic. Multivariate

Cox regression models were used to assess the association

between survival and BMI adjusted for different clinical

and patient covariates (i.e., age, sex, tumor grade, stage,

metastatic sites). Chi-square tests were conducted to assess

the differences in covariate distributions between BMI

categories. SPSS 17.0 was used for statistical assessment.

In all tests, p\ 0.05 was considered to indicate signifi-

cance. All p-values were two sided.

Results

Patients’ characteristics

The mean and median follow-up for all patients (n = 1,338)

were 5.1 and 4.5 years (range, 0.25–16.5 years), respec-

tively; 421 (31.5%) and 88 (6.6%) patients had died from

their disease and other reasons, respectively.

The mean BMI of all patients was 27.1 (SD ± 4.6) with

no difference between men (27.0 ± 4.1) and women

(27.2 ± 5.4; p = 0.4, t-test). However, patients younger

than average had a significantly higher mean BMI than

patients who were older than the average, i.e., 62.6 years

(27.5 ± 4.9 vs. 26.8 ± 4.3; p = 0.03, t-test). Accordingly,

a higher BMI correlated significantly with younger age

(r = -0.064; p = 0.018, Pearson).
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Altogether, 14 (1.0%) and 444 (33.2%) patients pre-

sented with the BMI levels ‘underweight’ and ‘normal

range’, respectively. In contrast, 593 (44.3%), 209 (15.6%),

60 (4.5%), and 18 (1.3%) were classified pre-obese, obese

class I, II, and III, respectively.

Tumor characteristics

Applying univariate analysis including all six official BMI

classes, lower BMI levels were significantly associated

with a higher tumor grade (p = 0.009), but not with tumor

stage (p = 0.67), nodal status (p = 0.09), or visceral

metastasis (p = 0.06, chi-square). Focusing on the four

main BMI groups (BMI\25, 25–29.99, 30–35, and[35)

only, a significant correlation was also observed between

the BMI-level and nodal status (p = 0.03) as well as

visceral metastasis (p = 0.01; Table 1).

Clinical course

With a mean follow-up of more than 5 years, we could

clearly demonstrate decreasing frequencies of recurrence

and disease-related death among patients with higher BMI

levels (50.0, 37.4, 28.8, and 26.9% for underweight, normal

weight, pre-obese, and obese patients; p = 0.01, chi-

square). In addition, 7.1, 5.4, 5.4, and 3.8% of all patients

experienced recurrence but were still alive. Applying

Kaplan–Meier analysis, we found significant differences in

tumor-specific survival comparing all six BMI classes

according to the WHO classification (p\ 0.001, log rank).

The calculated 5-year tumor-specific survival for patients

with clear-cell RCC and a BMI \18.5, 18.5–24.99,

25–29.99, 30–34.99, 35–39.99, and [40 was 51.9, 64.1,

70.9, 74.0, 86.1, and 81.5%, respectively.

As 14 patients presented with underweight only, and as

no significant difference in tumor-specific survival was

Table 1 Association between different patient and tumor-specific variables and overweight

Variable BMI\ 25 BMI 25–29.99 BMI

30–34.99

BMI C 35 p-value Test

Age (mean; ±SD) 63.0 year (±11.5) 63.2 year (±10.3) 61.6 (±10.2) 59.1 year (± 8.8) 0.003 Kruskal–Wallis

Sex

Female 180 (39.3%) 177 (29.8%) 85 (40.7%) 41 (52.6%)

Male 278 (60.7%) 416 (70.2%) 124 (59.3%) 37 (47.4%) \0.001 Chi2

Side

Right 236 (51.5%) 316 (53.3%) 112 (53.6%) 36 (46.2%)

Left 219 (47.8%) 271 (45.7%) 94 (45.0%) 39 (50.0%)

Bilateral 3 (0.7%) 6 (1.0%) 3 (1.4%) 3 (3.8%) 0.38 Chi2

Stage (TNM 2002)

pT1a 137 (29.9%) 172 (29.0%) 70 (33.5%) 24 (30.8%)

pT1b 91 (19.9%) 127 (21.4%) 56 (26.8%) 20 (25.6%)

pT2 41 (9.0%) 54 (9.1%) 18 (8.6%) 10 (12.8%)

pT3a 53 (11.6%) 80 (13.5%) 24 (11.5%) 7 (9.0%)

pT3b/c 118 (25.7%) 148 (25.0%) 38 (18.2%) 17 (21.8%)

pT4 18 (3.9%) 12 (2.0%) 3 (1.4%) 0 (0%) 0.37 Chi2

LN metastasisa 39 (8.6%) 41 (7.0%) 7 (3.3%) 2 (2.6%) 0.003 Chi2

Pulmonal/visceral metastasisa 87 (19.0%) 87 (14.7%) 20 (9.6%) 10 (12.8%) 0.01 Chi2

Grade

G1 79 (17.7%) 112 (19.2%) 49 (23.9%) 24 (30.8%)

G2 294 (65.8%) 405 (69.6%) 136 (66.3%) 49 (62.8%)

G3/4 74 (16.5%) 65 (11.2%) 20 (9.8%) 5 (6.4%) 0.003 Chi2

5-year survival rate: all patientsb 63.8% 70.9% 74.0% 85.6% \0.001 log rank

(Mantel-Cox)

5-year survival rate: organ-confined

(pT1-2, N/M0) diseaseb
78.8% 90.0% 87.2% 97.2% \0.001 log rank

(Mantel-Cox)

5-year survival rate: advanced/metastatic

disease (pT3-4 and/or N/M?)b
45.4% 47.3% 48.4% 60.2% 0.58 log rank

(Mantel-Cox)

BMI body mass index, SD standard deviation, LN lymph node
a At time of renal surgery
b From time of renal surgery
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detected between obese class II and III patients, we again

merged these subclasses. Thus, we subsequently compared

four main BMI groups, i.e., patients with normal weigh or

less (BMI\ 25), pre-obese (BMI 25–29.99), obese grade I

(BMI 30–34.99), and obese grade II/III patients (BMI C

35; Table 1; Fig. 1). We were able to show that patients

with a BMI\ 25 had a considerably increased risk

of cancer-related death (HR 1.34, 95% CI: 1.15–1.57;

p\ 0.001). Consequently, Kaplan–Meier analysis revealed

a significantly improved 5-year tumor-specific survival for

overweight patients (p\ 0.001, log rank; Fig. 1a). Inter-

estingly, applying subgroup analysis, we were able to

demonstrate that the positive correlation between over-

weight and improved cancer-specific survival was partic-

ularly detectable in patients with organ-confined cancer

(p\ 0.001; Fig. 1b) but not in those with advanced disease

(pT C 3 and/or N/M?; p = 0.58; Fig. 1c).

Applying multivariate analysis including all accepted

and approved prognostic factors for patients with renal cell

cancer, BMI could be confirmed as a significant-indepen-

dent prognostic marker (p = 0.001; Table 2) in patients

with organ-confined clear-cell RCC (pT1-2, N0, M0). In

contrast, BMI could not be identified as an independent

prognostic marker in advanced disease (pT C 3 and/or

N/M?; p = 0.86, Cox regression analysis).

Discussion

Several contemporary epidemiological studies published

during the last decade revealed a significant association

between overweight and the risk of developing RCC,

establishing overweight/obesity as an important risk factor

for RCC [8, 9, 16–18]. The largest prospective study with

Fig. 1 Association between overweight and clinical outcome (Kap-

lan–Meier; n = 1,279). a Overweight RCC patients experienced a

significantly longer tumor-specific survival. The median 5-year

survival rate for patients with a (sub) normal BMI (\25), pre-obese

(BMI 25–30), and obese patients (grade I, BMI 30–35; grade CII,

BMI C 35) was 63.8, 70.9, 74.0, and 85.6% (p\ 0.001, log rank).

b In patients with organ-confined RCC this difference was even more

pronounced (n = 735; median 5-year survival was 78.8, 90.0, 87.2,

and 97.2%; p\ 0.001, log rank). c In contrast, overweight did not

qualify as an advantageous factor in the subgroup of patients with

advanced disease (n = 544; median 5-year survival, 45.4, 47.3, 48.4,

and 60.2%; p = 0.58, log rank)
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more than 900,000 US adults followed for more than

16 years was published in 2003 and revealed that obesity

significantly increased the risk for the development of RCC

in both men (up to 1.7-fold) and women (up to 4.75-fold)

[8]. Only recently, Lowrance et al. [19] could reveal that

obesity is particularly associated with the development of

clear-cell tumors.

However, several recent trials indicated that patient with

RCC and a higher BMI at diagnosis might experience

better survival than those with normal or lower BMI

[10–15]. Still, the data supporting this inverse association

remain somewhat debatable due to specific limitations in

the existing studies. These include small study cohorts

[10, 11], a short follow-up period [10, 13], mixture of

histological RCC subtypes [10–13, 15, 20], uncommon

definition of obesity [11], calculation of overall instead of

tumor-specific survival [11, 13], and the absence of data

about important covariates [11]. In four recent studies, a

higher-than-average BMI was identified to improve sur-

vival in RCC patients using univariate analysis; however,

applying multivariate analysis, BMI could not be retained

as an independent prognostic marker [12–15]. Only Kamat

et al. [10], who solely focused on non-metastatic patients,

identified overweight as an independent prognostic maker

for RCC. In our larger and more contemporary study, we

could confirm these results; patients with overweight

showed a significantly longer tumor-specific 5-year sur-

vival than patients with a normal or sub-normal BMI.

However, in contrast to Kamat et al. [10], in a subgroup

analysis, we were able to show that the positive correlation

between BMI and survival was restricted to organ-confined

(pT1-2, N/M0) RCC only, but was not detectable in

patients with higher tumor stages or metastatic disease.

However, even though our study is by far the largest

dealing with this topic, it is not without limitations. Like all

other trials, it is a retrospective analysis and lacks a central

pathological review. In addition, concerning patients with

metastatic disease, we cannot rule out a potential selection

bias; it is conceivable that particularly those patients

underwent cytoreductive nephrectomy and were included in

this analysis who presented in good clinical condition. On

the other hand, between 1990 and 2005 almost all patients

were treated with debulking nephrectomy immediately after

diagnosis as phase III data had shown that this was advan-

tageous in combination with cytokine based therapy [21].

The reasons for the positive influence of overweight on

survival in RCC patients remain elusive. As we, for the first

time, could clearly show that this phenomenon particularly

applies for patients with organ-confined clear-cell RCC, we

can exclude that impending tumor-associated cachexia is

responsible for shorter survival in patients with (sub)nor-

mal BMI which has been discussed before [11, 15]. We

neither share the opinion of Yu et al. [11], who postulated

that the increased amount of fat between the kidney and the

Gerota’s fascia in obese patients might function as a barrier

for further invasion of cancer cells. If this was true, the

long-term results for patients who are treated with partial

nephrectomy (leaving the fat capsule in place) in case of

organ-confined RCC could and would not be comparable

with those seen in patients who are treated with conven-

tional radical nephrectomy including the resection of

Gerota’s fascia [22]. In contrast, we suspect that multiple

hormonal/endocrine and maybe nutritional factors con-

tribute to the positive effect of overweight in RCC.

Moreover, obesity and metabolic dysregulations in obese

patients in particular might not only predispose for the

development of RCC but could also entail a less aggressive

form of renal tumors. In future, basic biologic research is

truly required to elucidate this mystery.

Unlike Kamat et al. [10] and Donat et al. [13] but along

with Parker et al. [14], we were able to show that over-

weight RCC patients were significantly younger than those

with a BMI within the normal range. Causative for this

finding might again be the fact that obesity is a risk factor

for the development of RCC in young adult life as shown in

several studies before [7, 23].

Conclusion

We were able to identify overweight as an independent

positive prognostic marker of tumor-specific survival in

Table 2 Multivariate analysis

of patient and tumor-specific

characteristics with regard to

their influence on cancer-

specific survival

NA not applicable, RCC renal

cell carcinoma, BMI body mass

index, LN lymph node
a At time of renal surgery
b Continuous variables

Variable Localized RCC (pT1-2, N/M0) Advanced RCC (pT3-4 and/or N/M?)

p-value HR (95% CI) p-value HR (95% CI)

Grade 0.046 1.44 (1.00–2.07) \0.001 2.06 (1.62–2.61)

Stage 0.035 1.29 (1.02–1.64) 0.61 1.03 (0.93–1.14)

LN metastasisa NA NA \0.001 2.08 (1.54–2.80)

Pulmonal/visceral metastasisa NA NA \0.001 2.27 (1.77–2.93)

Sex 0.046 1.46 (1.00–2.11) 0.051 1.30 (0.99–1.70)

Ageb \0.001 1.05 (1.03–1.07) 0.021 1.02 (1.00–1.03)

BMIb 0.001 0.93 (0.88–0.97) 0.864 0.99 (0.97–1.03)
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patients with organ-confined RCC. Now basic research is

needed to resolve the dilemma of why, if a higher BMI

predisposes to RCC, it concurrently prolongs survival after

patients have undergone (partial) nephrectomy.
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